
LETTER HEAD PREFECT

Brookes is about to appopint a Head Boy/Girl. I believe that a Head Girl should play a large part in school life, for the
staff and the students.. This is my application for the inaugural position of Head Boy at Brookes Moscow.

I was learning entrepreneurship and leadership as an extracurricular activity. I am a volunteer at an Education
Centre for Children along with a few friends. Head Girl would mean that I would play a key role in the school
community which is a responsibility that I am willing to do and I would be excited to take. I believe that a
Head Girl needs to have a good balance of priorities and not only a good understanding and willingness to
follow school rules respectfully but the ability to understand other pupils actions. My application to the Bethel
University MBA program proposes that I remain challenged setting myself above my peers, living up to my
potential, and being as constructive and productive in society as possible. Obtaining my MBA proves as an
investment I remain ready to acquire, preceding my subsequent steps towardâ€¦. This position would allow me
to give something back to the school after four years of being guided. In addition, I am confident that I could
set a good example for other pupils around school. I look forward to hearing your decisions. This requires me
to lead in activities and group sessions and also working with children and helping with the duties in the
running of the centre. This would give me an opportunity to help out pupils from the school and the young
students starting their important last two years. I hope you consider my application, Sincerely, Daniel. Thank
you for taking the time out to read my application letter. Outside of school, I am also committed to advancing
my extra-curricular skills even further. Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! I
take great pride in my appearance, I would say my uniform is always to the correct standards and I always
have the equipment required for the day. I would like to become a prefect as I see this is a great opportunity to
contribute back to the school. All of the above activities have allowed me to gain experience in interacting
with a wide variation of people, working as a team and develop a sense of responsibility and commitment.
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. I have read a lot about been a leader in school. But my most useful
quality is my stubbornness and unwillingness to quit. This is my application for the inaugural position of Head
Boy at Brookes Moscow. My attitude and punctuality is always to the highest standards. In conclusion I feel I
can be a good prefect, a helping hand to others and a good representative. Sincerely, Isatou.


